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Abstract: It is essential to know the parameters required to 
clustering the dataset. One of the parameters is the number of 
clusters k and it is very important to select the k value to get 
deficient results on clustering. There are few algorithms to find the 
k value for k-means algorithm and it requires specifying a 
maximum value for k or a range of values for k as an input. This 
paper proposes a novel method Optimal cluster number estimation 
algorithm (OCNE) to find the optimal number of clusters without 
specifying the maximum or range of k values or knee point 
detection in the graph. In the experiment, this method is compared 
with the different existing methods with deficient real-world as 
well as synthetic datasets and provides good performance. 

   Keywords: Cluster, Convex Cluster, Data Mining, Feature 
Extraction, K-Means 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a revolutionary development in the technology of 

data storage and computing, to manage the large quantity of 
data from a variety of sources or fields such as medical, 
social, scientific data, etc. These data contain the most 
valuable information and it requires clustering algorithms to 
form groups or clusters. For conventional clustering 
algorithm needs prior knowledge[1] of the actual number of 
clusters. Since clustering is an unsupervised type of 
operation, it is not easy to detect the number of clusters from 
large complex high-dimensional datasets[2]. So it is very 
important and significant to find the number of clusters in the 
datasets to get an efficient and correct solution of 
clustering[3] algorithm. The combination of data mining with 
machine learning[4][5], artificial intel- ligence, deep learning 
[8][9], statistics, and the database system[10] provide the 
techniques for extracting useful information[6][7] which may 
be unknown from a large dataset. One of the tasks of data 
mining[11] is clustering or cluster anal- ysis to extract 
information from the dataset[12] that is for partition 
unlabelled data[13] into a number of clusters (groups or 
categories)[14]. From the aspect of optimization of 
clustering[15], the main characteristic of clustering is to 
magnify both the (internal) homogeneity[16] within a cluster 
and the (external) heterogeneity[17] with different clusters.  
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Specifically, an identical type of data point should belong to 
the same cluster, while the alternative type of data points 
should be belonging to different clusters. For measuring 
similar- ity between instances in the datasets for clustering 
tasks, there are a variety of dissimilarity measures[18] and it 
has got some advantages and disadvantages de- pending on 
the type of datasets. For example, some are advisable for text 
catego- rization[19] while other ones are suitable to image 
segmentation[20], biomedical imaging[21], document 
clustering[22], statistical analysis, and network separa- 
tion[23].  In unsupervised feature extraction with a k-means 
algorithm[24], fixing the parameter is an open problem to 
solve. Finding optimal value for cluster number is an 
important parameter concerning cluster quality and time 
efficiency[25] of the clustering technique[26][27].This paper 
presents one of the parameters, which is number of cluster 
value k for clustering algorithm[28] without specifying prior 
knowledge for k values. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Hancer and Karaboga[3] introduced a comprehensive survey 
of different ap- proaches such as traditional, merge-split, and 
evolutionary methods proposed for the estimation of cluster 
numbers. The determination of cluster numbers involve three 
main approaches: traditional, merge-split, and evolutionary 
computation- based approach[29]. In traditional approaches, 
all parameters other than cluster number make it fixed and 
execute clustering algorithm, where there needs to provide a 
range of numbers for parameter cluster number k. While 
comparing different traditional approaches, Calinski-
Harabasz index was achieved better performance with oth- 
ers. The split and merge approach is based on splitting large, 
clusters into smaller ones and merge smaller similar clusters 
considering some user-specific parame- ters. ISODATA 
(Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Technique)[30], 
DYNOC (Dynamic Optimal Cluster Seeking), maximum 
variance cluster (MVC) method, Modified Linde-Buzo-Gray 
(MLBG) methods are few examples of split and merge 
approach. The Evolutionary Computation (EC) based 
approach provides the solution to find the cluster number 
starting with some possible number and encode to get some 
specific and nearly optimal cluster number. There are 
different encoding schemes such as centroid-based encoding, 
don’t care-based encoding, partition-based encoding, etc. 
Dinh et al.[31] proposed an algorithm for finding the optimal 
value for the number of clusters in categorical data clustering 
by silhouette coefficient. The first step of this algorithm is to 
find a cluster center followed by find the distance between the 
center and each element of clusters and then the silhouette 
method to find the best k.  
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Slobodan[32] provides a comparison between the Silhouette 
index and the Davies-Bouldin index in Labelling IDS 
Clusters. Here IDS stands for the intru- sion detection system. 
IDS uses clustering for determining the good and bad 
behaviors of the network/host. In that paper, the authors 
tested and compared the quality of the cluster with two 
indexes: the Silhouette index and the Davies- Bouldin index, 
and found that the silhouette index provides a slightly better 
result than Davies-Bouldin index[33][34]. 

2.1. Methods 

There are few different methods to calculate index values and 
by using an index, k value can be estimated. Most of the 
methods required to point out knee point or elbow point in the 
graph of index values for optimal value k. Some time this 
elbow point finding is difficult in some methods, since there 
is no visible knee point in the graph. Few methods are as 
follows Elbow method Elbow method[35] computes total 
intra-cluster  variation  [or total within-cluster sum of square 
(WSS)] by using common clustering  algo- rithm such as k-
means. WSS should be minimum as possible, which indicates 
compactness of clustering. Silhouette Coefficient Silhouette 
Coefficient [36] [37] provides the idea about how the objects 
are classified in cluster output and it is computed as below 
formula 1. 

 
 

where 
 

 – a is the average within-cluster distance i.e the mean of 
distance between each point within a cluster. 

– b is the average between-cluster distance i.e the mean of 
distance between all clusters. 

Silhouette scores range from -1 to 1, if the is -1 indicates 
wrong clusters and 1 indicates the number of clusters are well 
separated, and a higher the value for silhouette coefficient 
score indicates the model with better-defined clusters. 
Therefore the maximum value of the index indicates an 
optimal solution for k in clustering[38]. 
Davies-Bouldin Davies-Bouldin(DB) index [39] [40] is 
based on the finding of the value which represents the quality 
of partition and that can be computed by estimating the 
distances between clusters and their dispersions[41]. The DB 
index[42] can be calculated using formula 2, 

 
where 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Gap static Gap Statistics[50] algorithm adopts the output of 
any clustering algorithm[51] and compares changes within-
cluster variance and expected under some distribution. Gap 
static can be defined by following equation 5 

 

 
Depth difference (DeD) DeD stands for Depth difference 
and its unique way of finding the optimal k value[52]. In this 
the depth of each point is calculated by using Mahalanibois 
depth function. DeD can be defined by using the formula 6. 

 
 
Curve method Basically the Curvature method is as shown 
in Algorithm 1, to determine the knee point in the evaluation 
graph and with an aspect of mathematics, curvature[53] is the 
amount by which a geometric object deviates from being flat 
or straight in the case of a line. So the point with the 
maximum curvature in the graph represent the knee point. 
The within-cluster variance evaluation graph can be 
calculated by using following formula 7. 
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III. OPTIMAL CLUSTER NUMBER 
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 

 

 

3.1. Complexity 

The time complexity of the proposed algorithm(Optimal 
cluster number estima-tion algorithm) is depend on two 
factors: the complexity of calculating with-in cluster variance 
which is nothing but k-means algorithm and complexity of 
com- puting validation index. The time complexity[54] of k-

means algorithm is  

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

Experiments consist of the dataset, different algorithms for 
comparison such as elbow method, Silhouette method, CH 
index, DB index method, and validation metrics such as 
relative error measure and k-value comparison table. 

4.1. Experimental Settings 

Datasets The datasets with the number of variables or 
attributes, number of samples or instances, and clusters are as 
shown in Table 1. The datasets include real-world datasets as 
well as synthetic datasets. The structure of few datasets are 
shown in Figure1. 
Evaluation metrics The relative error (RE) for computed k 
number of clusters is by using the formula 11. 

 

 

Table 1: List of datasets and it’s characteristics 

 
 

optimal k value calculated with different algorithms. There is 
the average highest relative error in the experiment is Gap 
static followed with DeD algorithm. The lowest relative error 
is DB algorithm followed by CH algorithm. The proposed 
algorithm(Optimal cluster number estimation algorithm) 
provides a moderate level of relative error. It is observed that 
the algorithm does not depend on the number of instances or 
a size of dataset, since it is providing approximately correct k 
values to the dataset which is having a large number of 
instances such as gas-drift or wine-quality-red dataset. 

4.2. Experimental Results 

The results are shown in Table 2. It consists of different 
datasets such as wine, breast-cancer, ionosphere, etc., and 
k_known in the Table is known k values. 
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Fig. 1: Structure of the Different Datasets. 

for each dataset. Also, it contains k values of the proposed 
algorithm for each dataset along with different algorithm k 
values for comparison purposes. The proposed 
method(Optimal cluster number estimation algorithm) 
achieved to provide better k values for cluster number than 
the other existing algorithms. In the experiment with different 
datasets, good results are getting followed with proposed 
algorithm are curve method, DB method and Gap static 
methods. The experiment with real-world datasets such as 
wine, hill, seeds, transfusion and iris provides the same k 
values as known k values. It is observed in the experiment 
that the k values getting as result are nearly equal to the 
known k value or the k values are near to the known k value,in 
the case of datasets where k values are not the same as known 
k value.  
  In the experiment, proposed algorithm on cardiotocography 
dataset provides k value as 7 which is near to the known k 
value 10. Similarly proposed algorithm with breast-tissue and 
haberman datasets provide k values as 3 which is near to the 
value 4 and 2 respectively. In the case of the synthetic dataset 
also similar kinds of results were observed, such as three 
datasets out of six provide the same k values as known k 
values and two datasets provides k values near to known k 
values. 
Optimal cluster numbers of clusters with the graph using few 
different ex- isting algorithms with seeds dataset is as shown 
in Figure2. Here the x-axis indicates k values and the y-axis 
indicates indexes of respective algorithms on seeds dataset. 
In the proposed OCNE algorithm, the estimated k value is 3 
which is shown in Figure2(e). As per the algorithm k=3 is an 
optimal valve and after that algorithm does not iterate with 
the next k values and returns the k value. This signifies 
validation index decides the execution of iterations in the 
algo- rithm. Here elbow point or knee points are not 
considered such as other existing algorithms. 

There are other 4 different algorithms shown Figure 2(a) 2(b) 
2(c) 2(d) which uses knee point or elbow point to find optimal 
k value. These algorithms find indexes for each k value and 
then the user has to find optimal value by finding elbow point. 
In some datasets, it is a challenge to find knee points in the 
graph. 

Table 2: Experimental comparison for k values of 
proposed method OCNE with other different methods on 

different datasets. 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 2: Different algorithms to find Optimal value for 

number of clusters. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The paper presents a novel approach, the optimal cluster 
number estimation al- gorithm, to find the optimal value for 
k number of clusters. This method selects 

Table 3: List of relative errors for k value with respect to 
a real number of clusters 

 
 

the k value for a number of clusters of a dataset by executing 
the k-means cluster- ing algorithm over a dataset to compute 
within-cluster variance and returns the k value on satisfying 
validation index. This method does not require an extra in- 
put parameter, unlike other existing algorithms. The proposed 
method provides efficient results on finding k value on 
different real and synthetic datasets. On a comparative study 
on different datasets on finding k value in the experiment, the 
proposed algorithm outperforms the other existing 
algorithms. From the point of view of relative error on k value 
computation, the proposed algorithm provides moderately 
good results. In the experiment, it is found that the algorithm 
does not depend on the number of cluster in dataset or the 
data size, on computing k value. 
In the case of a complex dataset, it is difficult to select the 
correct or nearly correct value of k for clustering data. The 
different algorithms provide different values for the same 
data set on each execution. It is a hard problem to the 
calculate number of clusters k, because of unknown labels or 
features in a dataset. Although this method approximately 
provides good results on different known dataset on 
executions. The limitation with the algorithm is time 
efficiency and the relative error is quite high for some 
datasets. Future work includes finding efficiency with respect 
to time and experimenting on different types of datasets. This 
method uses Euclidean distance to measure the distance 
between data points and k-means algorithm for clustering, 
future work can also include other distance measures and 
other clustering algorithms to get efficient results. 
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